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Abstract
In order to ensure the region's population with food promising direction of development of agro-industrial
complex is the vertical integration. The article summarizes foreign experience of vertically integrated structures
formation in the agro-industrial complex. Special emphasis is made on the methods and ways of small
agriculture producers’ integration into agro-business. Authors studied the indexes of the current condition and
agro-industrial complexes (AIC) development tendencies in the EU countries, agro-holdings dynamics, as well
as the structure of used farmland in the EU countries. Authors also present the results of the largest multinational
corporations’ activity, formed due to active integrating processes in agro-business sphere. Authors underline the
peculiarities of integration bonds formation in the EU countries’ agro-industrial complex. The author believes
that the further development of the vertical integration depends on the process of institutional mechanisms
perfection. They provide the enlargement of small farms’ participation in the present-day AIC market.
Keywords: agro-industrial complex (AIC), agribusiness, vertically integrated structure, agro-holding,
agro-industrial integration, farm households
1. Introduction
1.1 The Concept and Essence
Agro-industrial complex (AIC) is one of the main generators of employment and profit and plays the major role
in food provisions manufacture and the problems of undernourishment solvation. Agro-industrial complex is a
combination of industrial branches dealing with production, processing and sale of agricultural products as well
as of the branches serving functioning of agricultural enterprises including agricultural machinery.
Agro-chemical manufacture, melioration branch and so on.
The term ‘agro-business’ stands for collective entrepreneur activity in the sphere of agro-industrial complex
(AIC), including supply of agricultural raw materials, manufacture and processing of agricultural products and
its distribution among the final consumers.
The main condition of agro-business activation can become the development of integration processes. Joining up
of the enterprises, participating in different kinds of activity in AIC field, allows to use various kinds of
resources (manufacturing, financial, investing, human resource, raw materials and others) more effectively, to
use the scientific technical potential, to provide competitiveness of agricultural production and food products.
Integration processes development in agro-industrial complex is a global regularity. Developed countries
experience shows that at present only large agro-manufacturing joints, including different forms of
manufacturing and trade cooperation (agro-firms, agro-corporations, agro-holdings, agro-concerns and so on),
can operate properly.
1.2 Reasons of the Necessity for the Integration Process in the Field of AIC
Various directions and forms of integration processes have been developed in Western Europe countries, still the
vertical agro-industrial integration has become the most widely spread in the AIC sphere. One of the advantages
of this integration type is the enhancement of information exchange, gaining control over critical resources, e.g.
over products net cost, noticeable increase of output product quality.
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In the conditions of severe competition, the system of promotion of agricultural production to the consumers
obtains a huge meaning. Therefore, some structures are formed in which the manufacturer’s vertical integration
is actualized with logistics and realization organizations.
At present, the vertical integration processes are being actively developed in the Russian Federation as well. In
many cases, large vertically integrated corporations make a decisive contribution to the formation of territorial
budgets, investment attraction, filling local markets, development of socio-economic infrastructure. That’s why
the studying of foreign experience of vertically-integrated transnational corporations’ construction and
functioning in agro-industrial complex appears especially relevant.
The aim of the presented article is to summarize the world practice and to find out the peculiarities of vertically
integrated agro-industrial structures development in the Western European countries.
1.3 Methods
Approximately up to 50-60-ies of XX century the agricultural manufacture of Western European countries
existed mainly in the form of scattered into small fragments (parcels) of natural and later—of petty economies
-style peasant farms.
Industrial revolution and formation of large-scale trade, financial and industrial capital resulted in concentration
tendency appearing in all the economics spheres including agricultural one.
Historically, the first integration direction in Western European agriculture was vertical integration, which start
was connected with buyers of agricultural products appearing in the villages. They had a certain capital and a
possibility to buy a ready set of agricultural products, sort the goods out and sell them. Simultaneously, the buyer
informed the producers about the market demands and consumers’ preferences. Consequently, he managed the
specialization of agricultural manufacture and influenced the technological processes.
The integration interaction developed with time. New processes were introduced into integration interaction,
including agricultural raw materials processing and ready production selling to the consumers. The manufacturer
of the agricultural production as an element of integrated agro-industrial system was economically dependent in
everything connected with specialization, selection, supply and selling, technological politics etc. With this, he
formally remained autarkic and legally independent.
Thereby, large integrated structures bring small-scale producers under their influence sphere, subdue them, and
organize them in necessary scales.
At the present stage of integration processes in AIC sphere, the most intense development is with the vertical
bonds of agricultural manufacturers with industrial enterprises. A vertically integrated company is a holding,
which structure of assets includes the shares of participation in enterprises, responsible for two or more stages of
manufacturing-commercial circuit, in the scope enough for implementation of factual control over their activity.
Integrated systems are formed on the base of certain principles:
−

Technological connection of the subjects providing the volume increase and products competitiveness
improvement.

−

Necessary financial and material support in joint manufacture organization and activity.

−

Existence of management company (integrator), which has the experience of business set-up, investment
resources management and possibilities of loans attraction.

−

Active participation in production-financial processes of all the structural subdivisions of integrated units
under centralized management.

−

Creation of economic conditions, providing all the integrated organizations with equal possibilities to
achieve good results in their production and household activity.

−

The process of involving agricultural producers into vertically integrated structure can be actualized in two
ways.

The first way is when agro-industrial integration has the form of a concern, i.e. a trust with the single property
and centralized management. In this case, two or more different producing processes can be united (for example,
keeping the milk cattle flock and dairy products production). Equally, it can be a joint of enterprises, which have
a common value chain. For example, breeding livestock is performed at different farming households, while the
products processing and meat products are made at a meat-processing plant, which is an enterprise-integrator
The second way is to sell the finished products through specialized and universal trade commissary units. In this
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case the enterprise-integrator can manage the production volumes and control the production-selling activity of
the primary agricultural producer (a farmer).
Depending on the integration growth direction, there are two kinds of vertical integration distinguished in the
global practice, both of which are applied in agro-industrial complexes:
−

Backwards vertical integration – it supposes control acquirement or control increase over suppliers, i.e.
agricultural enterprises-producers.

−

Direct vertical integration is expressed in the company expansion by means of control acquirement or
control increase over the structures, distributing and selling the products.

A consequence of the interaction of contradictory trends of globalization and localization is coming to a regional
economic space other regional corporations, formation in agro regions transregional territorial industrial clusters
and inter-horizontal and vertically integrated structures for integrating local structures into broader productive
systems - inter-regional, national, cross-country, global - and transforming regions into economic entities of the
world economy.
Hence, the vertical agro-industrial integration strengthens the competitive advantages in the same sphere either
concerning the raw material sources or concerning the direction of ready products promotion and selling to the
final consumers.
The main methods of vertical agro-industrial integration are:
−

Consolidation – amalgamation of the integrated enterprise with the mother company as a branch or a
subsidiary.

−

Grouping – formation of a special structure consisting of the integrated enterprise and the basic company
which has the property commitments (shares exchange), or management commitments (including another
enterprise directors into the board of directors), or various services commitments (informing/advertising,
technologies provision, etc.).

−

Target extension – integration is reached by means of supply contract extension aiming at setting the steady
long-term relationships.

−

Franchising – passing the rights to use the brand, the business-model of the main company to the integrated
enterprise, as well as passing other types of property necessary for setting-up and running the business.

The most widely spread form of agro-industrial integration is contracting, i.e. signing up the contracts between
the immediate agricultural producers (farmers) and non-agricultural enterprises. Prices, volumes, terms of
products supply, sides’ obligations concerning materials supply and production means, production quality
indexes as well as technological conditions of production are fixed in the contract [11]. As a rule, the contracts
are negotiated for the term of 5-10 years, which provides the partners with stable long-term business
relationships.
Another direction of agricultural production concentration is agricultural cooperation, which supposes the
uniting of separate peasant households in separate kinds of manufacture processes. Organizational-economical
result of the agricultural cooperation and that of the vertical integration is the same. The difference lies in
diametrically different direction of these processes: vertical integration is actualized top down, (often ignoring
the interest of primary producers), while agricultural cooperation is a bottom-up process and takes into
consideration the maximum of peasant households interest.
2. Results
2.1 Development Indicators of the Agricultural Sector in the EU Countries
EU is the leading producer of milk, swine, cattle and corn in the world. Table 1 shows the main products,
produced in the EU, and their share in the global production.
Table 1. Main kinds of agricultural products, made in the EU, and their share in the global production
Product

EU countries
Volume of Production
billion, tons
goods
production
billion $

volume,

The whole world
The volume of Production
commodity output billion tons
billion $
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global
production,
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Milk
Pork
Beef
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Wheat
Potato
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Corn
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455,07
344,10
21,53
155,05
122,31
122,25
7
7,53
5
5,55
5
5,51

150996
22184
7971
10567
21543
136081
54564
15159
6648

187
167
169
132
38
79
49
59
55

6257544
1085077
627377
927300
670677
6714977
3653655
1617944
663733

24,1%
%
20,4%
%
12,7%
%
11,4%
%
32,1%
%
20,3%
%
14,9%
%
9,4%
%
10,0%
%

44,61
1,56

10982
59358

32
54

763799
8727922

14,4%
%
6,8%
%

In 2012 EU
U agricultural households prroduced about 159,4 billions euro of addedd value, which makes 1,4% of
o the
total EU economy addedd value. Neverrtheless, in the period of 20002-2012 the inpput of agricultuure decreased from
1,8% to 1,2%.
o
than 15 yyears are employed in the E
EU agriculturee (1,1 million ppeople of them
m are
11,3 millioon of people older
older thann 65 years), whhich makes 5,2 % of all em
mployed peoplee in the EU coountries. The agricultural ce
ensus
fixed that 23,5 million people
p
out of 25,5 million ppeople working in the agricuultural sphere permanently, were
either the oowners or the owners’ familyy members.
There’s a striking contrrast between tthe regions inn western and eastern EU pparts from thee point of view of
productivity. The highest working eff
fficiency (overr 45 000 EUR
R) is fixed in tthe Netherlandds and in diffferent
regions off France and Great Britainn which are specialized in growing plannts. The low agricultural la
abour
productivity (less than 5000 EUR) wass demonstratedd by Poland, B
Bulgaria, Romaania, Portugal and Slovakia.
Accordingg to Eurostat thhe general amoount of agro-hooldings in EU countries in thhe period of 20003-2010 yearrs fell
by 18,5% and by the endd of year 2010 made 12,2 thoousand of unitss (Figure1).

Figure 1. The dynamicss of the agro-hholdings numbeer in EU counttries in 2003-22010
o all
The most rapid decreasse (-35%) waas demonstrateed by livestocck-breeding aggro-holdings, taking 56% of
agriculturaal land: their nuumber by the eend of the yearr 2010 was 6,77 mln of units.
Every fouurth agro-holdiing (24,9%), in EU househoolds specializees in growing field crops (ffor example, grain,
g
oilseeds, vvegetables). Also
A
even onee from five aggricultural holding (20.1%)) specializes iin permanent crop
(vineyardss, olive grovess and orchards)). The holdinggs, specializingg in cattle pastture (milk cow
ws, sheep and other
ruminant aanimals), swinne, poultry breeeding holdinggs and mixed llivestock-breedding agro-holddings take alm
most a
half of all the EU agrariaan (46,7 %).
me period therre was an evenn greater reducction (35%) in the number off livestock farm
ms, occupying 56%
For the sam
of EU agrricultural landss (at the end oof 2010 the nuumber of farmss was 6.7 milllion units). Att the same time the
territory of all used agriicultural grounnds is 174,1 m
mln. hectares, w
which makes 440% of the geeneral EU territory.
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The averagge size of one household is 14,2 hectares. Half of the grrounds used inn EU agriculturre is cultivated
d in 4
countries: France (16,0 %), Spain (133,6 %), Great Britain (9,7 %
%) and Germaany (9,6 %). O
One fourth of other
territories of agriculturall grounds (23,33%), are in Polland, Rumaniaa and Italy, (figgure 2).
Still one ccan observe haarsh contrasts iin the structurre of agriculturre in EU counntries. On the oone hand, therre’s a
huge amouunt (6.0 mln. or
o a half of alll the agro-holddings) of very small househoolds (less thann 2 hectares) which
w
take a smaall share (2.5 %)
% of the total grounds used for agriculture. And on the other hand, a small amount (2,7 %
of all the aagro-holdings)) – are very larrge farms (moore than 100 heectares) whichh cultivate alm
most a half (50,2 %)
of all the E
EU agriculturaal grounds.

Figurre 2. The struccture of used aggricultural grounds in EU coountries-28, %
However, there are signnificant contrassts in the struccture of agricuulture in the E
EU. On the one hand, there are a
large numbber of agriculttural holdings (6.0 million.),, consisting off very small faarms (of less thhan 2 ha each)) that
occupy a ssmall fraction of the total lannd area (2.5%)). On the otherr hand, a smalll number of aggricultural hold
dings
(2.7%) aree very large farrms (with an aarea of over 1000 hectares of ffarmland), treaated with almoost the half (50
0.2%)
of farmlannd in the EU.
Almost a tthird (31.5 % or
o 3.9 mln.) off all the agro-hooldings in EU was in Rumannia (figure 3).
These agrro-holdings caan be characteerized as smalll ones: three fourth of Rum
mania private grounds were
e 2.0
hectares bbig. Italian agrricultural enteerprises can be called small too (their shhare in the tootal number off EU
householdds is 13,2%) whhile Polish houuseholds makee 12,3 %– theirr size is on aveerage 10,0 hecttares.
At the sam
me time there are
a quite a num
mber of states ––EU members in which largeer agro-holdings are more ty
ypical.
The majorrity of Germann households ((53,9%), Frencch (54,4%), Duutch (55,1 %), Finnish (57,00%), Irish (57,,8%),
UK (61,4 %) and Luxeemburgish (65,5 %) were laarger than 20 hectares. Thee average sizee of an agriculltural
holding in Great Britain is indeed 6 tim
mes larger (90,,4 hectares) than in EU on avverage in 20100 while the ave
erage
size of holldings in the Check
C
Republlic was even laarger (152,4 hhectares) with the small num
mber of really huge
farms.
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Figure 2. T
The amount off agro-holdingss in EU-28 couuntries in 20100
This contrrast is reflectedd on holdings’ economical rresults. 5,5 mlln. of enterprisses (44.6 %) oout of 12.2 mlln. of
agro-holdiings in EU hadd a standard ouutput of less thhan 2 000 euroo and providedd only 1,4 % oof total agriculltural
economicaal manufacturee in 2010. Thee standard outtput of agriculltural productss (crops or livvestock) in ave
erage
monetary terms makes the
t volume off agricultural pproduction in ffarmers’ prices, in euro per hectare or perr one
beast. On the contrary, 1.9 % of houuseholds whichh had a standaard output of more than 2550 000 EUR, made
m
almost a hhalf (47.8 %) of all agriculturral economicall results.
2.2 The results of the devvelopment of tthe integrationn processes in tthe field of agrribusiness in E
EU
As a resullt of active integration proceesses in the aggro-business spphere multi-prrofile transnatiional joint ven
ntures
are being organized. Thhey consist off groups of entterprises, situaated on the terrritory of diffe
ferent countries but
under the united manaagement of m
mother compaanies such ass Unilever (thhe Netherlandds /Great Brittain),
Anheuser--Busch InBev (Belgium),
(
Neestle (Switzerlaand), Danone ((France), Impeerial Tobacco G
Group, SABM
Miller,
British Fooods (the UK), Pernod Ricardd (France), Heineken Holdinng (the Netherllands), Carlsbeerg (Denmark). Ten
largest agrro-industrial multinational
m
coorporations aree presented in T
Table 2.
Table 2. Toop-10 largest agro-industrial
a
l multinationall corporations iin 2013
Brand

Coountry of origin

sales,
billion. $

Profit
billion. $

Assets,
billion. $

M
Market value,
biillion. $

Staff, thousan
nd
people

"Nestle""

Sw
witzerland

100,6

11,6

134,6

233,8

339

Unileveer

Thhe
Neetherlands/Greatt
Briitain

67,7

5,9

59,9

117,8

172
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27.5

2,2

38.1

44,2

102,4

United

19,8

0,9

16,2

22,9

106,2

United

24,7

6,2

43,9

103,2

87,5

The Netherlands

24,3

3,9

46,7

43,5

76,2

SABMiller

The
Kingdom

United

16,9

4,3

55,2

84,3

77,1

Imperial Tobacco
Group

The
Kingdom

United

23,7

1,07

44,4

34,1

37,2

Diageo

The
Kingdom

United

15.34

2,67

28.69

40.93

25,7

Pernod Ricard

France

10,4

1,5

33,4

33,1

18,3

As Table 2 shows, five (not considering the English-Dutch company Unilever) out of 10 largest agro-industrial
multinational corporations are from the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
The initiator of corporate tradition to control the whole production circuit from growing the raw materials to
selling the products to the final consumer is the Unilever Corporation. The company was founded in 1929 by
uniting the margarine Union of Holland ‘Margarine Uni’ and the British soap-producing ‘Lever Brothers’.
The first vertically-integrated company Unilever owned the enterprises of processing seeds into oil, packing
business, trucking industry, retail net.
Agro-industrial multinationals’ structure includes national vertically-integrated companies, distributed according
to geographical zones. As a rule, the agricultural sector of multinational corporations’ agribusiness relies on the
raw material base of the country-recipient.
For example, the Swiss global corporation “Nestle” uses the regional model of interaction with the local farmers
in the placement countries. The basis of this model was developed as long ago as 1870. It includes: creation of
centers of milk collection providing the quality control and milk safety, its cooling and weighing on the
electronic balance; payment for the milk; free technical and veterinary support of milk cattle; providing transport
and infrastructure nets; microloans for the farmers (25 mln US dollars per year); in-time payment for every milk
delivery.
Danone company, specializing in fermented milk products, realized the strategy of absorption of foreign
enterprises, aspiring to increase their economic activity and financial productivity indexes by means of vertical
concentration.
The organizational structure is largely decentralized. National subsidiaries follow the same corporate strategy
and vision but they possess enough independency in making decisions concerning products adaptation to the
local consumers’ demands in taste, texture and packing.
One of the key elements of the corporation business-strategy is the development of partner relationship with the
suppliers. Thus, for example, Danone company uniting with the French Institute of live-stock breeding ‘Institut
de l'Elevage’ and dairy farmers became a company under the name “Le lait de nos éleveurs” (milk of our dairy
farms) aiming at public awareness increase concerning the production quality. One more example is the program
“Vertical growth” launched in 2012 by the Group of Companies Danone in Russia. Within this program Danone
experts provide their suppliers with consulting services, regularly organize studying trainings in Milk Business
Academy (МBА). More than 150 managers of dairy farms from different Russian regions have passed this
course. Different programs of motivation, including celebration of “Supplier’s Day”, are implemented.
It is evident from the above-described information that in the conditions of the agricultural market globalization
there’s such a widely spread form of vertical agro-industrial integration as a transnational corporation, which
influences greatly the development of AIC branches and global economy on the whole.
Discussion
The structure of agriculture in EU countries differs greatly under the influence of such factors as geology,
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landscape, climate and natural resources. It also depends on the variety of regional events, infrastructure and
social customs. The formation of integration bonds in EU countries has a number of regional and industry-sector
peculiarities.
For example, in Great Britain the most widely spread form of agro-industrial integration is industrial-trade
corporations.
In Western Europe countries, including France, the most widely-spread form of integration relationship is a
holding. Integration processes in France primarily touch upon the agricultural enterprises, those of food industry
and the sphere of food trade.
Cooperatives in dairy sector have the highest degree of vertical integration, which is connected with the
necessity of immediate milk processing. Large cooperatives specializing in dairy products are mostly located in
the west of France. Milk cooperatives of other regions supply milk to the plants of other
enterprises—cooperative unions (mostly of the union “Sodiaal”) or private companies.
Vertical integration in the grain sector happens both with sale and processing of farm products and with supply
of manufacture means. Feed compounds manufacture is the most widespread sector of all the grain-processing
sectors. A deeper grain processing (flour-grinding, malt production, manufacture of bakery semi-finished
products) is spread only in large agro-holdings which structure contains processing subsidiaries.
A harsh contrast between large vertically integrated holdings and cooperatives with a short manufacture chain is
present in meat industry sector. Vertically integrated holdings realize the whole chain including fodder
production, cattle slaughter, and meat processing and selling. This kind of integration is typical of poultry and
swine farming. For meat cattle sector, cooperatives with a short production cycle (primarily cooperatives of
cattle sale) are most typical.
Government plays an important role in formation of integration bonds. The Supreme Council for orientation and
coordination of agriculture and food industry development is the organ of inter-sector coordination in food
complex of France. It includes Ministry of Finance representatives, manufacturers in the sphere of processing
and realization of agriculture products and farmers. Its functions are the development of measures concerning
enhancement of food sub-complexes organization and management, pursuing the coherent agricultural and food
policy.
In Germany as well as in the countries of central Europe special cooperative state unions are created to smooth
the relationships between agricultural enterprises, companies selling agricultural products. Their activity sphere
touches upon consultancy work on tax law, cooperation matters, cooperative system subjects representation
before legislation organs and society, experience exchange. In order to extend the long-term warranty on keeping
rather high purchase prices for agricultural goods in Germany they created the Farmers Union.
Processing enterprises are the integrators in formation of partner relationship between the agriculture and other
German trades. It’s around them, where the agro-industrial integration is put into practice.
In the countries of Central Europe (Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland) the dominating form of agro-industrial
manufacture is an agricultural cooperation.
In the Finnish and Swedish agriculture there are Central unions of agricultural manufacturers which work in the
close mutual collaboration and provide farmers, authorities, economy, professional unions and population
representatives with information. Their activity sphere includes negotiation and development of agreements with
the government concerning the problems of agricultural goods supply volume planning, food prices and other
questions concerning farms profits.
Agricultural cooperatives have the decisive role in working out and performing the state agrarian policy.
Subsides to support agriculture are transferred through them. It so happened that agricultural cooperatives have
become the most effective form of Scandinavian countries’ agro-business integration. They provide the farms
with necessary manufacture conditions; guarantee the sales and efficient introduction of agro-industrial
innovations.
This way, the results of research of integration processes development peculiarities in the sphere of EU countries
AIC let us state that the most appropriate coordination form of large scale manufactures and small scale farming
based on the private land property, is the form of agricultural cooperatives.
It should be noted that in many vertically integrated agro-industrial structures problems of providing
organizational and administrative and economic unity, equal benefit of economic relations, responsibility and
interest of the participants in the final result of combining the activities of the integrated form, as well as the
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deepening of integration relations are remain unsolved. Overcoming the existing antagonism of economic
interests, as well as the disparity of barter relations between agricultural, processing and trading enterprises
belonging to the agro holding structure requires scientific study of the system of the inter-economic of the above
mentioned integration partners.
Institutional mechanism of AIC diversification is definitely in creation of large vertically integrated agrarian
corporations as the most effective form of household organization in AIC. At present, the strengthening of
integration processes in agro-industrial complex of European countries is essential for agro-business
development. The successfully arranged bond guarantees getting additional cost in agricultural sectors, creating
working places and increasing the level of manufacturers’ profit.
Petty farmers can’t remain the food products only, they’ll have to take up an additional role of entrepreneurs and
work behind the subsistence farming limits. Besides, agro-industrial companies need reliable local raw material
suppliers to increase their international competitiveness.
Modern agro-food system implies intense competitive pressure on all the participants of the cost creation chain.
The necessity to respond to the consumers’ demands, processers’, retailors’, transporters’ demands imposes
stricter and harder demands on the agricultural suppliers from the point of view of quality, terms, processing,
transporting. Small producers, representing the main part of global agriculture, nowadays face the growing
problem of following these demands.
The question of small farmers’ participation in agro-industrial system is not only the question of the system
effectiveness but is also one of the key questions of rural inhabitants’ welfare level. Exactly for these reasons, the
perfection of institutional mechanisms providing the extension of small farms’ participation in the modern AIC
market must get all the attention of Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations [17].
One of such mechanisms is the contracting of agriculture, which includes several aspects, which deserve a
separate study and further enhancement: economic, institutional, social, legislative and others.
The advantages from the contract include extension of the approach to the market for the small farms, credits and
technologies availability, risk management improvement, agricultural population employment perfection and
successful commercial farming.
Now there are five basic models of the interaction of farms and integrator-companies that can define the
selection of appropriate mechanisms for the development of contract farming. Enlarged characteristics of basic
models of interaction are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Models of interaction and their characteristics.
Characteristics
Investment\credit
Agroconsulting service
Use of conracts
Farm groups
Growing management
Centralized
production\processing
Postharvest
logistics
(packaging, transport)

informal
model
never
never
never
never
never
sometimes

Intermediary
model
seldom
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
seldom
sometimes

Multilateral
model
seldom
always
always
sometimes
always
sometimes

Centralized
model
sometimes
sometimes
always
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

nucleus
estate model
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
often
always

sometimes

seldom

seldom

often

always

Informal model - is the most short-term and speculative of all models of interaction with the risk of default for
the integrator company, and for the farm. However, it depends on the situation: the interdependence of parties of
the contract or long-term trust relationship can reduce the risk of opportunistic behavior. Features of the model:
−

Small firms enter into a simple, informal contract for seasonal production with smallholders.

−

Often, success depends on the availability and quality of external contacts

−

Typical products: requiring minimal processing / packaging, vertical coordination; for example, fresh fruit /
vegetables on the local markets, sometimes the main crops.

Intermediary model involves

the integrator company to conclude subcontracts with intermediaries (buyers of
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agricultural products, the company aggregators) who work with farmers on the basis of formal or informal
agreements. This model can work, if it has good incentives structure and adequate control mechanisms. However,
this model has drawbacks for vertical coordination and provision incentives for farmers (integrator company
may lose control on production processes, quality control and regularity of supplies, farmers can not benefit from
technology transfer; there is also the risk of price distortions and decrease of farmers’ level income).
Multilateral model This model can evolve from a centralized or nucleus estate model, for example, after the
privatization of parastatals. It includes a variety of organizations, such as government agencies, along with
private companies and sometimes financial institutions. Vertical coordination is carried out at the discretion of
the integrator company. Proper attention should be paid to the possible risks of political interference. Except the
agreement with agrofirm used in this model agreement with the third partyis used, which are service providers
(for example, education, loans, deposits, logistics).
Centralized model In this model, the integrator company interacts with a large number of small, medium and
large farmers. Participation of integrator can vary from a minimum contribution of a resource (such as certain
types of crops) to the control of the most aspects of production (for example, from soil preparation to harvest).
Communication and coordination is carried out strictly vertical. Quantities (quota), quality and delivery times are
determined at the beginning of the season. Production processes and quality are strictly controlled, sometimes it
is directly carried out by employees of the integrator company.
Nucleus estate model In this model, the integrator company provides centralized production and processing on
the own real property, complementing their capacity through direct contracts with farmers. Keeping real estate
requires a significant investment in land, machinery, staff from the integrator. Model of the nucleus estate usually
guarantee deliveries to ensure cost-effective use of installed refining capacity. In some cases, this model is used
for research, breeding demonstration purposes and / or as a collection point.
Each of these models of interaction between the integrator company and farmers has a number of advantages and
disadvantages (Table 4).
Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of models of interaction between the integrator company and farmers
Model

Advantages

Disadvantages

informal

Virtually no investments from integrator company

Limited control over production (products,

model

in technical / financial support for farmers;

variety, quality, etc.);

Low operating costs;

High risk of supply disruptions;

high level of supply flexibility

Strong buyer competition.

Intermediar

Risk reduction, provided effective control;

Buyer opacity for farmers

y model

Minimum investment in technical / financial

Marginal

support;

quality)

production

control

(volumes,

Slight improvement of supply chain management;
Low cost of switching to new partners
Multilateral

Limited investment and reduce costs by sharing the

High risk of side sales;

model

costs between the partners;

No primary production, polnaya dependence

Risk

reduction

(compared

to

commercial

production) due to geo distribution of agricultural

small producers;
High transport costs

contractors
Centralized

Provides a high level of quality control and

The high level of investment for technical

model

production volumes;

assistance, as well as pre- and post-harvest

Close interaction with farmers holding back

logistics

third-party sales
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Estate

high level of control over the supply chain;

Requires

a

significant

investment

nucleus

Simplified technical assistance / extension

production;

Low risk of supply disruptions

Higher risks associated with the harvest;

in

Limited flexibility in the choice of agricultural
contractors

The model chosen for the initial phase with the passage of time can and should be adapted and possibly changed
to consolidation and extension of scale, respectively, to the higher stage of development.
3. Conclusion
Thus, the summary of integration processes practice in AIC of EU countries let us make the following
conclusion:
−

In the integration process of agricultural, processing and sale companies, the system of contracting has
become the most widespread in EU countries.

−

In the majority of cases the direct initiators and coordinators are non-agricultural companies, at this
the object of integration is agriculture.

−

There is active development of various forms and structures of agro-industrial unions (from
cooperation to agro-industrial multinationals), which affords to consolidate and use the available
resources more effectively.

−

Vertically integrated structures with a complete circuit are formed—from the agricultural products
producer to its selling to the customers.

−

In many European countries, the mechanisms of governmental regulation and support are actively
applied in the attempts to develop the agro-industrial market.

Vertical integration allowed to extend the companies activity in AIC. Large agro-industrial corporations of EU
countries were formed due to the development of agro-holdings and cooperatives.
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